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ABSTRACT 
This is a continuation of paper I, “Canonical forms and divisors”. Here, resolvent 
forms of monk operator polynomials on finite dimensional spaces are studied, with 
applications to products and divisors of such polynomials. The special case of spectral 
divisors is developed and applications are made to systems theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the study undertaken in [2] of monk matrix 
polynomials L: 
L(A)=IA’+A~_,h’-‘+... +A,X+A, 
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where I, AI_,,..., A, are n X n matrices. It will be assumed that the reader 
has read the paper referred to, and references to equations from that paper 
will be made thus: Eq. (23),, etc. Theorem numbers will be sequential 
through papers I and II. 
We begin with detailed analysis of the resolvent form, and then apply 
this to the study of divisors of matrix and operator polynomials in resolvent 
form. In Sec. 5 we consider the special case of divisors having a prescribed 
spectrum and are able to derive and extend results of Lopatinskii [4] in this 
direction. We conclude with some applications to systems theory, including 
the characterization of reachable subspaces for polynomial systems and the 
study of reducible polynomial systems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
As in the first paper, we shall develop our arguments in the context of 
operator polynomials, or of matrix polynomials, in order to emphasize what 
seems most important at the time. Matrices will be printed in boldface type 
to make the distinction clear. As in paper I, the operators will act on a linear 
space ‘% of dimension n; B (‘3 ) is the algebra of linear operators on % ; 
B(‘X,9) is th e s .p ace of linear operators with domain ?C and range in L?i ; 
and 9Ck is the direct sum of k copies of %. 
For ease of reference we reiterate here some of the basic concepts 
introduced in paper I. Let L be a manic operator polynomial on ‘% ; 
L(A)=E{,oAihi. Let QeB(!??,%)), TEB(%‘) and R EB(%,!xr). We say 
that Q, T, R form a standard triple for 1, iff T is a linearization of L, the 
biorthogonality conditions 
hold, and 
A,Q+.-. +A,_,QT’-‘+QT’=O. (2) 
If L is a manic matrix polynomial and J is a Jordan matrix associated with L, 
then a standard triple of the form X, J, Y is called a canonical triple for L, 
and the columns of X (of Y’) are made up of Jordan chains for L (for Lr). 
Let L be a manic operator polynomial, and define @ : !?%+?? by 
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where Q, T belong to a standard triple for L. The subspace I?. of 3Ef is a 
support subspace for L if it is an invariant subspace of T and @ ]e is 
invertible. Theorem 8 describes the relationship between support subspaces 
and monk right divisors of L. 
In this paper we shall be much concerned with the set of eigenvalues, or 
spectrum, associated with an operator polynomial. We abuse the familiar 
notation and write a(L) for this set. 
3. RESOLVENT FORMS 
Our first result allows us to express the matrix L-‘(X) of rational 
functions in terms of the eigenvalues and generalized eigenvectors of L. This 
theorem is due to Lancaster [3], who used a different method of proof. 
THEOREM 13. Let L be a manic matrix polynomial with canonical triple 
X, J, Y. Then for all X 65 a(L) we have 
L-‘(h) =X(IA- J)-‘Y. 
Proof. Let L be a manic operator polynomial, and let P, be the injection 
from % to %’ defined by Prx = (0, . . . , 0, x). Define Pi : f?? +% by 
Pl(X,,..., XJ = xi. In Sec. 2 of paper I we observed the polynomial equiva- 
lence [Eq. (2),] 
E(h)(Zh-C,)F(A)=L(X)@Z,_,, (4 
where Ci is a first companion operator for L. This implies 
L-‘(h)GH_,=F-‘@)(I&C,)-‘E-‘(h). 
The definitions of E and F imply that the first row of the matrix representa- 
tion of F-‘(A) is [Z 0 . . . 0] and the first column of the matrix representa- 
tion of E -‘(A) is just the representation of PI. Thus, 
But we know [Eq. (13)J that el, C,, Pl form a standard triple for L. 
Furthermore, if Q, T, R is any other standard triple for L, then there exists 
MEB(%‘) such that 
el=~~-l, C,=MTAK’, P,=MR. (5) 
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ThUS, 
L-‘(h)=Q(Zh- T)_‘R. 
In particular, if L is a monk matrix polynomial, and we choose a canonical 
triple in place of Q, T, R, then we obtain the theorem. n 
COROLLARY 1. Zf L is a manic operator polynomial and Q, T,R is a 
standard triple fm L, then 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypotheses of Corolla y 1, 
hZ_l(h)-[QT.jih-T)~lR, r=O,l,..., Z-l. 
QT'(Zh-T)plR+Z, r=Z. 
Proof. For the standard triple F,, C,, P[ used in the proof of the 
theorem, we have 
xz-l(A)=& {h’(ZX-CJ’}P, 
=il { zjp+(y-“+. . . +c;-‘+C;(zh-CJ’}P,, 
and the re:ult for this triple follows from the biorthogonality relations (1) 
applied to Pi, C,, Pl. Then transform as in (5) to complete the argument. w 
A representation of rational matrix functions rather like the resolvent 
form is often used in systems theory. In our case, when the function is 
inverse to a m.o.p. the factors admit a full spectral description. In contrast, if 
the hypotheses are relaxed only so far as to admit a non-invertible leading 
coefficient, this is no longer possible. We now present two inverse theorems 
;rzg necessary conditions to be satisfied by the factors of the resolvent 
THEOREM 14. Let L be a wwnic operator polyrwmiul, and assume there 
exist QEB(%‘,%), TEB(%'), R EB(!X,Y%) such that 
L-'(h)=Q(ZX-T)-'R. (6) 
Then Q, T, R are a standard tripk for L. 
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Proof. It is easily seen that if r is a circle in the complex plane having 
a(L) in its interior, then 
-L&i~-ljh)dh= 0 if i=O,l,..., l-2 
I- i I if i=l-1. 
But we may also choose I large enough so that 
+.h(Zb T)-‘dh= T', i=o,1,2 ,...’ 
r 
Thus, it follows from (6) that the biorthogonality conditions (1) obtain. It 
follows from these relations that the operators in B (3,‘) represented by 
Q 
QT 
and [R TR . . . T’-’ R] (7) 
QT’- ’ 
are invertible. (Note that the finite dimension of % plays a significant role 
here.) Then we observe that for i = 0, 1, . . . ,I - 1. 
o= &.h’L(A)L-‘(h)dh= ~$X'L(X)Q(Zh- T)-‘R& 
r r 
=(A,Q+A,QT+ . . . + QT’)T’R 
and, since [R TR * * * T’- ‘R] is invertible, we obtain (2). 
This is sufficient to show that the operator on the left of (7) determines a 
similarity mapping T to the first companion operator C, associated with L, 
and hence that T is a linearization of L. n 
THEOREM 15. Let A(h) be a matrix of rational functions such that 
A(X) = X(IA - J) - ‘Y, 
where X is n X In, J is an In X In Jorahn matrix, and Y is In X n. Then A-'(h) 
is a manic matrix polynomial L of degree 1 if and only if X, J, Y satisfy the 
biorthogodity conditions 
xJ’-ly= 
i 
0, r=1,2 ,...) l-1, 
I, r= 1. (8) 
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Proof. If A-’ is a monk matrix polynomial L, then Theorem 14 (in 
matrix form) implies that X, J, Y form a canonical triple for L, and the 
biorthogonality conditions must hold. 
Conversely, given (8), define Zn X n matrices V,, . . . , V, by 
[y v, ... 
X 
--1 
v,] = XJ 
XJ’-’ 
and let L be the manic matrix polynomial 
L(h) =I&XJ’(V, +V,h+ . . . +Vlh’-‘). 
Then the conditions (8) imply Y =V,, and Theorem 2 implies that L is a 
monk matrix polynomial having X, J, Y as a canonical triple. But then 
Theorem 13 yields 
L-‘(X)=X(%J)-‘Y=A(A) 
and the theorem is proved. n 
4. LINEARIZATION AND THE RESOLVENT FORM 
Our next theorem describes a second approach to the resolvent form. It is 
more direct than Theorem 13 in that the mechanism of “standard triples” is 
not required. It is also of interest in that it is the generalization of the 
important theorem of linear algebra (Theorems 6 and 7, Chapter 6 of [l], 
for example) which asserts that Zh- A, Zh - B are polynomiaIIy equivalent 
iff A and B are similar. 
As above, let pl denote the projection from %’ onto the first copy of %, 
and we denote the injection from %. to %’ :x-+(x,0,. . . ,O) by P,. 
THEOREM 16. Let L be a mmic operator polyrwmiul, and kt T E B (%) 
be a linearization of L: 
L(X)W_,=E(X)(Zh- T)F(X). (9) 
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Then 
L(A)-‘= Q(Zh- T)-‘R, 
where Q E B ( !?I?, %) i.s the remainder on division of @,F -‘(A) on the right 
by IA-T, and R EB(!X,,%‘) is the remainder on division of E - ‘(h)P, on 
the left by Zh - T. 
Proof Let Q1, R, be the quotient and remainder on division of e,E (A) 
on the left by L(X). Thus, 
@,E N = WQ, (A) + R, N, (10) 
and the degree of R, is less than 1. Divide i,F -‘(A) on the right by Zh - T, 
and write 
klF-l(A)=Q,(X)(ZX-T)+Q, (11) 
where QEB(%‘,~X). Now (9) implies ilE(A)(ZA- T)=L(A)e,F-‘(A), and 
using (10) and (ll), 
Examining the degrees of the polynomials on right and left, we deduce that 
Q1 = Qz and 
R, (X)(Zh- T)=L(X)Q. (12) 
Dividing E -‘(h)P, on the left by IX- T, we have 
E-l (x)P,=(ZX- T)Q&)+R, 
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where R E B (%, %‘). Then we have, using (12) and then (11) with Q2 = Q1, 
which represents the result of dividing Z on the left by L(h). Since the 
quotient must be zero and the remainder Z in this representation, it follows 
that 
R, (A)R = 1. (13) 
Then from (12) we deduce that L ~ ‘(A) = Q (IX - T) ~ ‘R, as required. 
COROLLARY. The operators Q, T, R of Theorem 16 form a standard 
triple. 
This is an immediate application of Theorem 14. 
5. THE MULTIPLICATION THEOREM 
THEOREM 17. Let L, be a mmic operator polynomial with standard 
thpk Qit Ti, Ri f or i = 1,2, and let L(X) = L,(A)L,(A). Then 
L-‘(A)=[ Q1 O](ZX-T)-’ R” 
[ 1 , 2 
where 
Proof. It is easily verified that 
(IA-T)-'= 
(IX- T,)-’ (IA- T,)-‘RlQ2(ZX- T,)-’ 
0 1 (IX-T,)-’ ’ 
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The product on the right of (14) is then found to be 
73 
Q1 (IA- T,)-‘R,Q,(ZX- TJlR,. 
But, using Corollary 1 of Theorem 13, this is just L,‘(A)LL’(A), and the 
theorem follows immediately. W 
This theorem yields as a corollary the proof of Theorem 5-presented 
without proof in the first paper. 
COROLLARY. Zf L, are manic operator polynomials with standard triples 
Qi, q, Z$ for i = 1,2, then L = L,L, bus a standard triple with the representa- 
tions 
[Ql 017 [; “;“I. [ i2]. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 17 with Theorem 14. 
6. DIVISORS 
The multiplication theorem gives us detailed information about the 
product of two manic polynomials where spectral properties (in the form of 
standard, or canonical, triples) are known. Our next theorems concern a 
manic operator polynomial whose spectral properties are given, and the 
characterization of the resolvent forms for all possible right divisors and 
corresponding quotients. 
THEOREM 18. Let L be a manic operator polyrwmiul of degree 1 with 
standard triple Q, T, R, and let C be a supporting subspace for L of 
dimension kn. Define &EB(Yc?,%~) and %3 EB(!Xk,%‘) by 
&= 
QTk-’ 
33= [ R TR ... T’-k-l RI. 05) 
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Then L has a manic right divisor L, with resolvent form 
L,‘(h)=&(Zh- TIJ’W,, (16) 
where [WI ... WJ=(@I&‘. 
Zf L = L,L, and P E B (5%‘) is the projection on Im ‘!?I along I?, then 
(17) 
where 
and (8 : EX’-k+Im % is the invertible mup generated by 3. 
Conversely, for each manic right divisor L, of L of degree k there existi a 
kn-dimensional invariant subspace !2 of T such that the representations (16) 
and (17) hold. 
Proof It has been proved in Theorem 9 that “x’ = (Im 93 )@ c. Use 
Remark 3 after Theorem 8 to observe that if D E B (!i?, xk) is invertible, then 
QI,D-‘,DTl,D-‘,DW, f or-m a standard triple for L,. Then use Corollary 1 
of Theorem 13 to obtain (16). 
Similarly, we observed in Remark 2 following Theorem 9 that L, has a 
standard triple 
z~-klIm”$c-l, c(flp)c-‘, c(pR), 
where C is an invertible map in B (Im ‘%!I, %kk). Corollary 1 of Theorem 13 
then yields (17). Th e converse statement follows from that of Theorem 8. H 
REMARK. Let the conditions of the theorem hold and ?JR be any 
complementary subspace of C in Xl. As in Remark 5 following Theorem 9, 
define Pbx~ B (%) to be the projector on % along e and fn= P&,3; an 
invertible map from Im 3 onto %. 
Then the resolvent form for the quotient [cf. (17)] can be written in the 
form 
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When several factors of L exist and standard triples for the factors are 
identified, then, as above, they can be written in resolvent form. This 
procedure applied in the context of Theorem 11 yields 
THEOREM 19. Let L be a manic operator polyrwmiul of degree 1 with 
standard triple Q, T, R; let 
be a sequence of &creasing supporting subspaces for L; and let the 
dimension of Ci be kin, i=O,l,..., s+l, with k,=l, k,+l=O. For i= 
0, 1 ,...,s definf3 
where Uii~B(%,Ci), and define 
L-‘(h)= fi zi k,_k 
3, ,+I 
(zh-Kimi))-‘&, 
i=O 
where 
‘il 
I: I =(‘i,k,-,,+,)_I, i=O,l,..., s, ‘i,k,-k,,, 
(18) 
and & is the projector in B(&) onto Im%i,ki_k,+, along Ci+l. 
Conversely, each factorization of L into a product of manic operator 
polyrwmials has the representation (18). 
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7. SPECTRAL DIVISORS 
The point h E C is a regzdar point of a manic operator polynomial L if 
L(X) is invertible. Let I be a contour in C consisting of rebrular points of L. A 
manic right divisor L, of L is a Lvpectrd right divisor if L = L,L, and a(L,), 
a(L,) are inside and outside r, respectively. 
THEOREM 20. If L is a nwnic operator polynomial u;ith linearization T 
and L, is a r-spectral right dioisor of L, then the suppo-rt ,suh.s-pce of L, 
with respect to T is the image of the Riesz projector R, corresponding to T 
and r: 
R,= +&ZA- T)-‘dX. 
II 
(1% 
Proof. Let C be the support subspace for L,. Define ??I as in Theorem 
18; as in that theorem, we have 9X-’ = C @Im $?I. Using this decomposition we 
define T,, E B (f?), T,, E Z? (Im %, II‘) and T,, E B (Im 3 ), so that 
T= 
Then 
(IX-T)-‘= 
(IA-T,,)-’ (IX- T,,)-1T,,(Zh-T22) 
0 (IX-T,)-’ 
1 (20) 
and if P E B (‘Xl) is the projection on Im ‘$3 along l? we have 
T,, = TI,,, Tz2 = PTP 1 ,m +. 
From (16) and (17) we then deduce that a(L,)=a(ZX- T)I, and u(L,)= 
a(ZA- PT%rn!i? = u (IA - T,,). Thus, it follows from the definition of a right 
spectral divisor that 
R,.=+&Zh-T)-‘dh= ’ ’ , [ 1 0 0 
and so Im R, = L. 
The next theorem is due to Lopatinskii [4]. 
n 
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THEOREM 21. Let L be a manic operator polynomiul and r a contour 
consisting of regular pointi of L having exactly nk eigenvalues of L (counted 
according to multiplicities) inside r. Then L has a I’-spectral right divisor iff 
the operator 
$1 
L_‘(X) *** A’-‘L-l(X) 
%,l=& ; : 1 dh I- hk-lL-l(X) . . . hk+l-“L-‘(h) 
mapping X1 into Exk has rank kn. 
Proof Let Q, T, R be a standard triple for L. Define R, as in (19), and 
let c =ImR,, % =Im(Z- R,). Then T= T,@ T,, where Tl and T, are the 
restrictions of T to C and % respectively. In addition, u( TJ and u( T,) are 
inside and outside r, respectively. 
Define QI=QIB Q2=Qh and R, = R,P, R, = (I - R,)P. Then, using 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 13, write 
L-‘(X)=Q(ZX-T)-‘R=Q,(ZX-T,)-‘R,+Q,(ZX-T,)-’R,; 
it is clear that 
+.$h’L-‘(;\)dh=Q,T;R,, 
r 
Thus, 
QlRl 
i. 
Q,TA * 
Xk,, = 
Ql Tlfil 
1’ QIT;-‘R1 ... . 
= 
91 
QlTl 
: [ Rl TlRl 
_ Qi-’ 
i=O,1,2 ,... . 
. Q,T;-‘R, -I 
. &T;+~-~R, 
. . T;-‘RI], 
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and, using the definitions of Qi, T,, R,, 
$7. u%,,= : [ R TR ... T’-’ R], (21) 
_bTkP’_ Ir‘ 
Since the right factor is invertible, L?Rk 1 has rank kn only if the same is true 
of the left factor, i.e., the left factor is invertible. This implies that C is a 
supporting subspace for L, and by Theorem 8, L has a right divisor of degree 
k. Furthermore, Q,, Tl determine a standard triple for L,, and by the 
construction o(L,) coincides with a( TJ and that part of a(L) inside I. 
Finally, we write L = L,L,, and by comparing the degrees of det L, 
det L, and det L,, we deduce that u( L,) is outside I. Thus, L, is a I-spectral 
right divisor. 
For the converse, if L, is a I-spectral right divisor, then by Theorem 20, 
the subspace C = Im R, c %' is a supporting subspace of L associated with 
L,, and the left factor in (21) is invertible. Since the right factor is certainly 
invertible, it follows that 9l&, has rank km H 
If, as above, I is a contour consisting of regular points of L, then a manic 
left divisor L, of L is a r-.rpectd left divi.sor if L= L,L, and the spectra of 
L, and L, are inside and outside I, respectively. It is apparent that, in this 
case, L, is a Ii-spectral right divisor, where the contour Ii contains in its 
interior exactly those points of u(L) which are outside I. Similarly, if L, is a 
I-spectral right divisor and L = L,L,, then L, is a I’,-spectral left divisor. 
Thus, in principle, one may characterize the existence of I-spectral left 
divisors by using the last theorem and a complementary contour Ii. We will 
show by example that a r-spectral divisor may exist from one side but not 
the other. 
The next theorem is the dual of Theorem 21. It is proved in a similar way 
and gives a direct characterization of I-spectral left divisors. 
THEOREM 22. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 21, L has CL r-spectral 
left divisor iff the map 
. . . PCl(A) 
I 
dh 
. . . h”+‘-2L-l($ 
has rank k-n. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let 
L(h) = x3 -42x2 3OOh”-301h+42 
-6A’ 1 A3+42A2-43A+6 ’
Then L has eigenvalues 0 (with multiplicity three), 1, 2, and -3. Let I be 
the circle in the complex plane with center at the origin and radius i. We 
use a canonical triple X, J, Y. It is found that we may choose 
and we have 
which is invertible. In spite of this, there is m I-spectral right divisor. This is 
because there are, in effect, three eigenvalues of L inside I, and though M,,, 
of Theorem 21 has full rank, the first hypothesis of the theorem is not 
satisfied. Note that the columns of Xi are defined by a Jordan chain, and by 
Theorem 8 the linear dependence of the first two vectors shows that there is 
no right divisor of degree one. Similar remarks apply to the search for a 
r-spectral left divisor. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a,,u,,a,,a, be distinct complex numbers and 
L(A) = 
[ 
(h-d@-%) A-U, 
0 1 G+~3W%) 
Let I be a contour with a, and u2 inside I and us and u4 outside I. If we 
choose 
x=1 1 
1 
[ 1 0 0’ 
then it is found that 
y,=---l- 1 0 
al--a, [ 1 -1 p’ 
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where P=(a,-a,)(~,-a,)(~,-a,)~’ and 
Pk4’ 1 
X, J,Y, 
1 = ~2P(~,-~J1 
’ 
0 0 0 1 . 
Then, since M,,,=[X,Y, X, JIY1] and 
&.,I= 
X,Y, 
[ 1 X,JIY, ’ 
it is seen that M,,, has rank one and M,,, has rank two. Thus, there exists a 
I-spectral left divisor but no I-spectral right divisor. 
8. LEFT AND RIGHT SPECTRAL DIVISORS 
As the last example indicates, there remains the interesting question of 
when a set of kn eigenvalues-and a surrounding contour I-determine 
both a r-spectral right divisor and a r-spectral left divisor. Two results in 
this direction are presented. 
THEOREM 23. Let L be a manic operator polynomial and J? a contour 
consisting of regular points of L having exactly kn eigenvulues of L (counted 
according to multiplicities) inside r. Then L has both a r-spectml right 
divisor and a r-spectral left divisor iff the operator !IR+, E B (‘Xk) okfined 
bY 
nt,,, = & 
L?(X) . . . hk-1L-l(X) 
: dh (22) 
h&‘(h) . . . h2’;-2&‘(h) 
is invertible; i.e., det m,k ZO. 
Proof. Let Q, T, R be a standard triple for L, and define Qi, T,, R, and 
Qs, T,,R, as in the proof of Theorem 21. Then, as in the proof of that 
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theorem, we obtain 
x,k= [R1 T,R, ... T;-‘R,]. (2.3 
Then 9R+, invertible implies the invertibility of both factors, and, as in 
the proof of Th eorem 21 (Theorem 22) we deduce the existence of a 
I-spectral right (left) divisor. 
Conversely, the existence of both divisors implies the invertibility of both 
factors on the right of (23) and hence the invertibility of w,,. n 
In the next theorem we are able to relax the explicit assumption that lY 
contains exactly the right number of eigenvalues. It turns out that this is 
implicit in the assumptions concerning the choice of I and k. 
THEOREM 24. Let L be a mmic operator polynomial of degree E= 2k, 
and let I- be a contour of regular points of L. Zf det x,, #O (m,, defined 
by (22)), then there exist a r-spectral right divisor and a I’-spectral left 
divisor. 
Proof. Suppose that r contains exactly p eigenvalues of L in its interior. 
As in the preceding proofs, we may then obtain a factorization of 9&, in 
the form (23), where Q1= QIo T,= TI, and C is the p-dimensional invariant 
subspace of L associated with the eigenvalues inside I. The right and left 
factors in (23) are then maps from 3ck to l?. and l? to 5X? respectively. The 
invertibility of C%+, therefore implies p = dim C > dim ‘C?? = kn. 
With R,, Qz, T,, R, defined as in Theorem 21, and using the biorthogonal- 
ity conditions (l), we have 
o= 
QR QTR . . . QTk-lR 
QTR 
QTk-‘R . . . . . . &zk-zR 
=%,k+ 
Q2R2 . . . Q2T,k-‘R, 
Q2~;-‘A2 . . . b2~,Zk-2~2 
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Thus, the last operator is invertible, and we can apply the argument used 
in the first paragraph to deduce that (In-p) > kn. Hence p = kn, and the 
theorem follows from Theorem 23. n 
8. APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEMS THEORY 
Let L be a monk operator polynomial of degree 1 with standard triple Q, 
T, R. Define the operator-valued function G on the real numbers by 
G (s) = Qe fiR. Then 
G(t,T)=G(t-7)=QeTcLpT)R 
is the Green’s function associated with L. We also define 
G, = QT’R, r=o,1,2,...: 
and the biorthogonality relation (1) implies G,, = G, = . . . = G,_, = 0 and 
G[_,=Z. 
The use of the Green’s function (in the case of canonical triples) for the 
solution of differential and difference equations has been developed in [3]. In 
particular, we have the following theorem. For convenience, let D denote 
the formal differentiation operator with respect to t, and denote by U, the 
linear space of all piecewise continuous functions defined on the real line 
with values in ?X. 
THEOREM 25. Let f E U-., and x0,x1 ,..., xl_,E!X. Zf L is a mmic 
operator polynomial with standard triple Q, T, R, then the initial-value 
problem 
L(w4t) =f (t)t x(‘)(a)=x,, r=O,l,..., z-1, 
has a unique solution given by 
r(t)=Qe 
where 
z= 
Q 
QT 
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If 94 is also a complex linear space and B E B (94 , %), we consider the 
time-invariant control problem 
in which u is thought of as the control function. From Theorem 25 we see 
that with a given control u, and with initial vector < at time t= 0, the 
solution vector at time t > 0 is given by 
DEFINITION. (a) A vector x EX is reachable from 5 E %’ if there are a 
t>O and UE U, such that q{t;&u}=x. 
(b) The reuchubZe subspuce from 5 E !??, denoted by CRC, is the set of all 
x E % reachable from [. 
The proof of the following result follows the line of argument presented 
by Wonham [5]. For brevity we write (L]B)=C~:r\,Im(G,B). 
THEOREM 26. ait, = (LIB). 
Proof. There exist complex-valued analytic functions J/a, #r, . . . , $ln _ 1 
such that eTs=E~2,#r(s)T’ and so, using the definitions of G and G,, 
In - 1 In-1 
G(v)= x $&-7)G,= 2 $r(t-$,. 
r=O r=l-1 
Thus, if x E CR0 the representation (26) yields 
In - 1 
x= c GJ_f’$+(t-T)u(T)drE ‘5’ Im(G,B), 
r=z-1 0 r=l-1 
and we have CR0 c(L]B). 
For the converse, define for any fixed t > 0, 
w*= I fG(s)BB*G*(s)&. 0 (25) 
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If x E Ker W,, then 
so that B*G*(s)x =O for all s E (0, t). It follows that 
R*G,*x=O, r=O,l ,...,In-1, 
so that 
Thus, Ker W, c(LIB)~. But this argument is reversible, and so we 
actually have equality: Ker W, = (L 1 B ) l. 
Since W: = W,, it follows that Im W, = [Ker W,]’ = (LIB). Hence, if 
XE(LIB), there is a ZE? such that 
x= w,z= s fG (s)BB*G*(s)zds 0 
= fG(t-+3B*G*(t-~)zd~ s 0 
‘G(t-+?u(T)& 
where we define u(7)=B*G*(t-T).ZE Uy. Thus XER,, and the theorem is 
proved. n 
COROLLARY I. The following ure equivalent: 
(i) !‘a, = YX. 
(ii) The operator [B, G/B,. . . , Cl,,_ ,B] frm L?i’“-‘+’ into % has rank n. 
(iii) The operator W, of (25) is positive definite. 
COROLLARY II. Given one of the relations in Corolluy 1. For any t > 0, 
5~5% and xE!Y, there is u control uE Us% such thut q{t;[,u}=x. 
(Thus, x is reachable in any time t from any initial vector 5.) 
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Proof. Define u by 
and then use the definitions of 9, and W, to see that cp { t; 6, u} = x. 
DEFINITION. The pair L, B is controlluble iff (LIB)= 5%. 
Note that if every x is reachable from zero, then at, = % and, by 
Corollary II, we also have ‘?& = %. But in any event, changing the initial 
vector [ affects GJL6 only by translating it, so the condition that ?i$ is all of % 
does not depend on the choice of 5. Thus, the condition ?& =X is, by the 
theorem, equivalent to controllability according to the above definition. 
We shall now make the connection with the classical theory of control by 
examining first order systems obtained by linearization. Consider the system 
(25) together with observed vectors y in a space 2: 
L(D)x(t)=Bu(t), y=cx, (26) 
where C E B (%, a). Using the first companion operator C, for L we easily 
deduce that, if 
x 
.#(l) 
z=. ) 
x(l-1) 
then 
,p = c,z + y=C[Z 0 *** 015 
and we observe the appearance of a standard triple for L [Eq. (13),]. Clearly, 
by transforming the z-variable the problem can be formulated in terms of 
any standard triple for L. 
We are led to the following idea: The system 
z(l) = Tz + RBu, y=CQz (27) 
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is a polynumid system iff (1, 7’, H form a standard triple for some manic 
operator polynomial I,, i.e., (Theorem 2), iff ‘f is a linearization of L and the 
equation 
0 
1: 0 I 
has the unique solution X = R. 
We can now apply the standard theory to (27) and deduce controllability 
if and only if 
111 ~ 1 
x Im( TiRB)=?XX[. 
I =o 
In what may be a more familiar matrix formalism, this means that In X hm 
matrix 
[ RB TRB ... T’“-‘RB ] 
has rank In (here, B is an nXm representation of B, etc., and 3 has 
dimension m). If we multiply on the left by Z of equation (24) and use the 
biorthogonality condition, we obtain: A polynomial system (27) is controlla- _ 
ble iff the ln x lnm matrix 
0 & G,B . . . G,, - ,B 
. . 
. . 
L B G,B ... ... ... ... Gln+l_IB 
has full rank In. 
Similarly, if % has dimension r, the polynomial system is observable iff the 
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Znr X In matrix 
0 . . . 0 c 
C CG 
0 .c .- 
C CG, 
CG, 
I. dGln_, --- ... Ci&_, 
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has full rank In. Clearly, invertibility of B (of C) is a sufficient condition for 
controllability (observability). 
In order to apply our results on the existence of divisors we introduce the 
following concept. We say the system (27) is reducible if there exist systems 
described by 
xp= T,x, + R,Bu, Y I= QIG 
and 
xi’ = Tzxz + R, yl, Y = CQA 
with the same set of solution pairs U, y as (27). 
THEOREM 27. Let (27) be a polynmniul system, and define 
&= 
Q 
QT I: hTk4 [ R TR ... Tl-k-1R I- 
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Then fm every kn-dimensional invariant subspace e of T on which W is in- 
vertible, the system is reducible into polynomial systems where 
QI= QL T, = TIL, R, = 4, 
Q2= Z,-,, Tz = PAP, R, = PB. (28) 
P is the projection on Im 4ti along I?, and U,, Z,_, are as defined in 
Theorem 18. 
Conversely, if the polynomial system (27) is reducible into polynomial 
systems, then there are an integer k < 1 and an invariant subspace C of T on 
which (3 is invertible and (28) holds. 
Proof Follows from Theorem 18. n 
It is apparent that Theorem 19 can be used to describe completely 
reducibility of a polynomial system into more than two polynomial systems. 
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